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First Quarter Report 2020

MESSAGE TO OUR INVESTORS

It is with a hopeful message that we report to you the financial results of our 
two hedge funds for the first quarter, ended March 31, 2020 . The Global-Macro 
Hedge Fund suffered a loss of 52 .7%, and the Asset Allocation Fund fell 37 .3% . 
Despite the inauspicious start to the year, we remain optimistic . Our portfolio 
remains fundamentally the same, and arguably, the financial and economic 
developments have served only to bolster our core views, which underpin our 
portfolio construction . More on this below . 

First, an accounting of the quarter’s loss . The 52 .7% decline in the Global-Macro 
Hedge Fund is to blame largely on the crash in equity markets . Our long position 
in Brazilian equities cost the fund 21 .9%, the Greek banks cost 19%, and US 
homebuilders cost 26 .2% . The severity in the selloff in these specific groups was 
much greater than in equity indices such as the S&P . The same excess volatility 
helped to generate a 15 .4% gain on our short position in Indian banks . Rounding 
out the equity exposure, we lost another 6 .9% in a selection of pharmaceutical 
and technology stocks . Our commodity positions generated moderately positive 
results; gold added 2 .8%, and a short position in crude oil added 6 .7%, while a 
long position in a broad commodity index, carried into the start of the year, cost 
the fund 4 .8% . Last, a modest position in US Treasurys produced a gain of 1 .4% . 

The Asset Allocation Fund was negatively impacted by many of the same 
positions, losing 13 .4% in Brazilian equities, 16 .6% in Greek banks, and 9 .2% 
in gold miners . The fund showed a small gain in Google and made 1 .7% on our 
long position in gold . 

The global economic contraction and the associated mayhem in capital markets 
brought on by the coronavirus pandemic are well known to all, and were discussed 
in a letter sent to our investors on March 24th . If you would like a copy of the 
letter, please contact us . 
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The first important point to address is why the funds underperformed the market 
to the extent they did . It was a combination of leverage and high beta/volatility . 
The Global-Macro Hedge Fund’s long position was 130%, net of a short position 
in Indian banks . Moreover, the specific holdings, namely Greek banks, Brazilian 
equities, and US homebuilders, as well as a selection of junior biotech companies, 
large-cap tech names, and a pharmaceutical company, demonstrated higher 
volatility than the broad indices . As a result, our portfolio was hit harder when the 
broad market sold off in panic over the prospective impact of the pandemic . 

We also entered the year long a broad basket of commodities, and commodities 
were the first asset class to price in the effects of the virus . They are particularly 
sensitive to the Chinese economy, which in the early stages was the primary area 
of concern . Fortunately, we exited this position early on and avoided some of 
the pain . Gold, which has performed well, was similarly struck by periods of high 
volatility, both up and down, as liquidity concerns swept market participants and 
forced poorly capitalized investors to sell anything they could . 

This brings us to the next important point, liquidity and solvency . When you 
operate a leveraged portfolio, the biggest risk in periods of high volatility is not 
simply a decline in asset values but rather maintaining adequate margin to hold 
onto your positions long enough for them to recover . Realizing that we had to 
be able to maintain our desired exposure to the market and trade decisively if 
or when needed, we took steps to shift the balance of our equity exposure away 
from less liquid and more capital-intensive securities (like single-name equities 
and emerging markets) into extremely liquid and capital-efficient positions like 
Nasdaq futures . In so doing, we were able to maintain approximately the same 
leveraged market exposure throughout the quarter, which is to say, our portfolio 
has not lost its punch and is poised to benefit from the recovery already under 
way . This is evidenced by the fact that the fund’s recovery since the March 16th 
low has outpaced the recovery of the S&P 500 .

While we simplified and reinforced our existing portfolio, two new trades emerged 
that offered an attractive opportunity . The Global-Macro Fund now holds a 38% 
short exposure in crude oil . Nowhere has the effect of the pandemic been felt 
more acutely that in the demand for crude oil . As prices fell precipitously, major 
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producers (namely OPEC and Russia) scrambled to come to an agreement to cut 
production . No agreement was reached, and in response, Saudi Arabia increased 
production in a bid to capture greater market share and drive a higher-cost 
producer either out of business or at least to the bargaining table . 

At the time of writing, these negotiations are ongoing . Whatever the outcome, 
global demand for crude oil has been badly beaten, stockpiles have swollen, and 
storage facilities are running out of room, so the prospects for significantly higher 
oil prices are difficult to envision in the near future . 

The net effect of Saudi Arabia’s production surge was not only to severely 
depress the price of crude oil but also to put the market into a sharp contango, 
which makes it profitable to simply carry a short oil position . Moreover, while the 
Fed and other central banks, in concert with their respective fiscal authorities, 
may successfully support the price of assets like stocks and bonds, such efforts 
will have no impact on the price of crude oil . Therefore, a short position in crude 
would seem to be an attractive hedge against further downside to the markets, 
which are unlikely to recover sharply even should stabilization measures succeed .

Another interesting hedge is the South African rand . The southern hemisphere 
may not see the worst impacts of the pandemic until the fall (their spring), and 
South Africa’s economy is already extremely vulnerable . The rand has reached 
historic lows against the US dollar, and a severe economic shock from the virus 
may lead to a major currency devaluation . We purchased options on the currency 
that offered significant upside in such a scenario, and while we have only a small 
position (1% of NAV), the potential gain would be substantial .  This also works 
as a hedge against new panic lows if, in fact, we have not yet found the bottom .

As we enter the second quarter, the Global-Macro Hedge Fund has a 136% 
long equity position, the majority of which (86%) is concentrated in Nasdaq 
futures . With its focus on technology and health sciences, this index offers 
superior prospects, as these businesses are less affected by the social distancing 
measures that have devastated retail and consumer-facing companies . Moreover, 
it offers tremendous liquidity, leaving the equity portfolio agile . The balance of 
the exposure is in Greek banks (28%) and US homebuilders (22%) . Gold, as 
discussed above, commands a large 95% exposure . Finally, our short crude oil 
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exposure is 38%, and our delta-adjusted exposure to the South African rand 
is 20% . The Asset Allocation Fund is split across gold (40 .2%), gold miners 
(25 .4%), Greek banks (20 .3%), and Google (12 .3%) .

A SPECIAL NOTE FROM ALBERT

I believe that the reaction to the pandemic has permanently changed the economic 
and financial landscape . The absolute lack of any restraint on the part of the Fed 
(and other central banks) has confirmed what we first experienced without really 
appreciating — the transition to a fiat-currency-without-limits regime that began 
with Draghi in 2011 . I already broached this subject at year-end, speaking about 
the perceived ability of central banks to act with impunity, i .e ., to inflate and reflate 
without costs . This belief has now become entrenched in central bank thinking . 
The 2011- 2016 experience, the three QE phases, proved that central banks 
were, if not omniscient, certainly omnipotent . Signs of success — the bond bubble 
has (so far) not burst and inflation has (so far) not accelerated .

But the truth is that we were lucky . For various reasons, some very technical, 
money in private hands — what we call money supply — did not match the 
extraordinary growth in reserves and base money . This is the reason inflation 
did not accelerate (and why bonds continued to rise) . We do not need to come 
up with fanciful theories to explain why this state of affairs will no longer be as 
benign as it was in the recent past . Facts speak for themselves: money, narrow 
and broad, is now growing at 12% to 14% per annum, and we have yet to see 
the full impact of Fed money creation .

We have entered the third phase of modern money .

JAIME A. MACRAE
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The first phase was a gold standard that degenerated into a gold exchange 
standard around 1923 to allow central banks to free themselves from the 
deflationary yoke of gold in the wake of WW1 inflation . The monetary base of 
central banks was expanded from gold to gold plus US dollars (with the promise 
that dollars were as good as gold, i .e ., unconditionally redeemable at $35/ounce) . 

The second phase began in 1968  with the lifting of gold cover to banknotes 
and was finalized in 1971 when the US liberated itself from the last inflationary 
restraints imposed by gold on money creation . There was no longer a limit on how 
much fiat money could be created . 

The next 10 years were difficult . With no compass, central bankers allowed 
money to grow too fast, and we promptly experienced a period of high, double-
digit inflation . 

This uncontrolled experiment ended in 1981 when a courageous central banker by 
the name of Paul Volcker raised interest rates on short-term deposits to 21% and 
restored some semblance of value to fiat currency . Following this incident, money 
was allowed to grow approximately in line with inflation of 2% to 4% . During and 
after the nineties, technological changes in the use of money and deposits vitiated 
the close relationship that had been observed between money growth and inflation 
to the point that inflation was no longer seen by the academic community and by 
bankers as a monetary phenomenon . This was unfortunate . Recent work on newly 
constructed measures of money, MZM and Divisia, has given us a better grasp 
of what can be considered money in a modern society, where deposits shift from 
being near money to near investments depending on opportunity cost . This has 
allowed us to monitor money growth with more confidence . The result is that we 
can confidently state, once again, that inflation is and will always be a monetary 
phenomenon (Milton Friedman’s unforgettable refrain) .

As we said earlier, we have now entered the third phase of the life of fiat money . 
There are now no restraints on its creation because it is widely believed that there 
is no link between money growth and inflation . Therefore, the Fed will create 
as much money as is needed to lift the economy from temporary deflation and 
depression . The money explosion under way will have an impact on consumer 
prices as soon as the economy begins to stabilize . My guess is that by the end of 
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this year inflation will run at well over 3% per annum and at 3% to 6% per annum 
sometime in 2021 . These are, of course, guesses as we are unable to know (a) 
how fast money will run by then, (b) what the precise relationship between money 
and prices is, other than it is positive, and (c) the role of expectations . If the latter 
turns into an inflation psychosis, inflation may run much higher than estimated .

Such a scenario favours hard assets over investment/income-producing assets 
and, in turn, gold over most other hard assets . By tradition, gold is viewed, at 
least partly, as money because it possesses certain notable attributes . Unlike fiat 
money, it does not represent the liability of an issuer nor can it be created without 
cost by an issuer; for the past few thousand years, its supply has grown at no 
more than about 2% to 2 .5% per year . It is extraordinarily liquid, portable, and 
marketable . Gold is quoted at the same price in every country of the world . These 
attributes qualify gold to retake an important role in monetary affairs .

As communicated to you in our last letter, the Global-Macro Hedge Fund has 
taken a leveraged position in equities and gold . It’s our belief that recent money 
growth will guarantee much higher investment asset prices regardless of the state 
of the economy . As explained above, we believe that gold will outperform all other 
assets . The mix of gold to equities (high-quality growth stocks, homebuilders, and 
Greek banks) will vary according to some specific parameters, but regardless we 
will strive to maintain throughout a minimum 100% exposure to gold .

I am quite hopeful that we will continue to outperform the main indexes, and by 
a wide margin, over the coming months . Given the extraordinary circumstances 
surrounding the crisis, especially the monetary response of the Fed, we believe 
that exceptional opportunities to make significant gains lie directly ahead .

Thanking you for your continued trust and support,

ALBERT D. FRIEDBERG
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Friedberg Asset Allocation Fund Ltd.
Friedberg Asset Allocation Fund
The Fund is a multi-strategy fund whose investment objective is to seek 
significant total investment returns, consisting of a combination of interest 
income, dividend income, currency gains and capital appreciation. 
Allocations are reviewed periodically.

MODEST RISK: Absolute return.

Performance1 as of March 31, 2019

   One Three Five Ten
 NAV Quarterly Year Years Years Years

Friedberg Asset 
Allocation Fund Ltd . 1,138 .62 -36 .77% -26 .34% -10 .40% -4 .70% 0 .21%

Friedberg Asset 
Allocation Fund 12 .122 -37 .33% -27 .29% -10 .37% -4 .57% 0 .17%

CSFB/Tremont 
Hedge Fund Index3  N .A .  4 .31% 3 .05% 1 .89% 3 .96%

1 Net of fees 
2 NAV adjusted to reflect distributions reinvested in the fund 
3 Compounded annual rate of return through February 2020 

Friedberg Asset Allocation Funds

2020 Attributions Based on the Friedberg Asset Allocation Fund

  Q1 YTD

FIXED INCOME  0 .00% 

EQUITIES -39 .00% 

COMMODITIES 1 .70% 

TOTAL -37.30% 
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Capital allocation of the Friedberg Asset Allocation Fund Ltd. 
as of March 31, 2020 is as follows:

  CURRENT 
INVESTMENT    ALLOCATION TARGET

EQUITIES  58 .02% 60 .00%
 U.S. and Australian Gold Miners  25.42%
 Greek Banks 20.29%
 U.S. Equities 12.31%
 
COMMODITIES  40 .17% 40 .00%
 June Gold Futures 40 .17%

CASH / MONEY MARKET   1 .81% 0 .00%

  100 .00% 100 .00%

Friedberg Asset Allocation Fund Ltd.
 Year Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct Nov  Dec  Year

 2020 -3.85% -16.37% -21.36%          -36.77%

 2019 2.63% 2.38% -0.18% 1.19% 4.04% 3.11% 1.03% -2.03% -1.29% 5.06% -1.62% 6.28% 22.19%

 2018 3.62% -6.33% 0.31% -0.68 -6.06% -2.29% 0.24% -3.36% -1.34% -3.33% 0.07% 2.75% -15.69%

 2017 6.57% 2.07% -0.54% -1.54% -1.12% 3.55% 1.31% 1.99% -0.39% 1.38% 2.60% 2.32% 19.48%

 2016 -3.94% 5.15% 3.28% 8.82% -4.95% 7.51% 4.24% -3.87% 1.15% -4.46% -5.46% 0.90% 7.18%

 2015 3.45% 0.31% -1.31% -0.74% -1.03% -1.67% 0.74% -2.21% -2.67% 3.79% 0.91% -2.86% -3.49%

 2014  3.55%  3.30% -1.58% 0.25% 0.32% 3.29% -2.41% 2.93% -5.79% -1.39% 2.06% 0.78% 4.94%

 2013  0.91%  -1.21% 0.89% 1.47% -5.07% -7.09% 1.98% -0.95% 1.22% 1.99% -0.80% -2.20% -8.94%

 2012  5.10% -0.08% -2.83% -0.77% -3.22% 1.21% 0.40% 0.72% 1.43% 1.24% 2.83% -1.16% 4.70%

 2011  -4.11% 4.18% 1.11% 5.56% -1.67% -1.98% 4.65% 5.15% -2.86% 3.31% -1.05% -1.58% 10.52%

 2010  -0.27% 0.99% 0.56% 3.47% 1.10% 0.99% -2.23% 3.36% 3.91% 2.57% -0.06% 0.83% 16.14%

 2009       0.38% 2.62% 0.09% 2.91% 0.53% 7.15% -3.63% 10.13%

             *** PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS ***
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Performance1 as of March 31, 2020
   One Three Five Ten
 NAV Quarterly Year Years Years Years

Friedberg Global-Macro 
Hedge Fund Ltd . 1,092 .60 -51 .86% -54 .97% -29 .08% -19 .69% -11 .33%

Friedberg Global-Macro 
Hedge Fund 6 .512 -52 .72% -54 .95% -28 .49% -19 .27% -11 .51%

CSFB/Tremont 
Hedge Fund Index3  N .A . 4 .31% 3 .05% 1 .89% 3 .96%

1Net of fees
2NAV adjusted to reflect distributions reinvested in the fund  
3 Compounded annual rate of return through February 2020 
 

Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Fund Ltd.
Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Fund
A multi-strategy fund. Allocations are reviewed periodically.

Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Funds
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2020 Attributions Based on the Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Fund

  Q1 YTD

CURRENCY 0 .10% 

 China 0 .10% 
   

COMMODITIES 4 .60% 

 Gold 2 .80% 

 Crude 6 .70% 

 BCOM Index (4 .90%) 
   

FIXED INCOME 1 .40% 

 Ultrabonds 1 .30% 

 High Yield Corporate Bonds 0 .10% 
   

EQUITIES (58 .70%) 

 LONG  

    Greece (19 .00%) 

    Brazil (21 .90%) 

    Japan  

    U .S .   

          Home Builders (26 .20%) 

          CRISPR (1 .10%) 

          Alphabet (0 .70%) 

          Tesla (1 .10%) 

          Pharmaceuticals (1 .30%) 

          Amazon (0 .90%) 

          S&P/Nasdaq (1 .80%) 
 

 SHORT  

    India 15 .40% 

    U .S .   

          S&P / Nasdaq (0 .10%) 
 

MONEY MARKET 0 .00% 

TOTAL (52.60%) 
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Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Fund Ltd. 

Monthly Performance (%) Net of Fees

 Year Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct Nov  Dec  Year

  2020 -8.55% -19.41% -34.68%          -51.86% 

 2019 -10.24% -7.93% 1.86% -1.68% 4.57% -6.40% -4.54% 6.83% -2.08% -3.45% -3.89% 4.91% -21.26% 

 2018 4.82% -18.57% 4.07% -3.39% -13.97% -5.66% 0.28% -7.53% 0.32% 7.40% -4.06% 6.31% -29.03% 

 2017 0.23% 3.14% -0.44% -1.76% 1.05% 1.22% -2.39% 2.14% -0.77% 10.58% 15.85% 4.13% 36.47% 

 2016 4.54% 9.86% -9.79% 0.72% -3.39% 1.30% 3.67% -6.83% -1.93% -10.13% -3.70% 0.49% -15.94% 

 2015 4.75% -1.16% 2.73% -14.00% 3.14% 0.08% 11.12% 6.69% -0.21% 0.16% 5.70% -2.68% 15.09%

 2014 17.06% 0.30% -17.58% -3.84% -3.35% 1.27% -12.07% 5.19% -4.38% -1.53% 7.09% 1.60% -13.70%

 2013 7.65% -3.74% 3.04% -1.90% -5.62% -13.17% -14.23% -1.28% -11.27% -4.80% 4.84% 1.87% -34.43%

 2012 -15.04% -5.20% 1.64% 8.84% 11.22% -2.12% -0.69% 1.00% 0.84% 0.70% -2.43% -5.29% -8.72%

 2011 -10.28% 7.67% -0.71% 9.53%  -5.06% -3.23% 15.96% 16.22% 18.69% -21.76%  11.47% 4.60% 40.86%

 2010 2.99% 0.36% -7.34% 3.76% 13.22% 4.75% -13.76% 6.95% 9.11% 1.69% -1.61% -6.16% 11.36%

 2009 -5.85% -3.88% 3.65% -7.15%  14.97%  -7.85%  9.47%  1.97%  5.02%  -2.21%  9.56%  -3.34% 12.02%

 2008 7.18% 9.57% -1.04% -6.48% 4.51% 8.58% -0.24% -6.85% 4.18% -5.96% 5.85% 19.06% 41.52%

 2007 -1.01% 1.07% -3.44% -1.28% -0.80% 1.57% 10.06% 2.80% -1.33% 5.89% 7.91% 3.00% 26.27%

 2006 1.88% 1.06% -1.81% 2.07% -0.75% 1.27% 2.04% -0.09% -0.56% 3.10% 2.43% 0.54% 11.64%

 2005 1.04% 0.84% -1.13% 1.31% 1.06% 2.47% 0.08% 0.95% 2.75% -1.38% 2.56% 2.20% 13.41%

 2004 4.03% 3.44% 1.36% -7.84% -0.39% 0.27% 1.02% 1.90% 1.45% 1.67% 2.76% 3.24% 13.09%

 2003 3.11% 3.06% -4.58% -1.15% 9.26% -3.77% -8.04% 2.91% 5.49% 1.69% 1.49% 1.10% 9.76%

 2002 -1.46% 2.04% -2.22% 4.41% 5.41% 6.16% -2.42% 4.45% 2.80% -6.70% 0.32% 7.56% 21.17%

 2001           0.00 -0.40% -0.40%

             *** PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS ***

Friedberg Global-Macro Hedge Funds

Commodities: 
Energy Futures  

(Short Position)  
13.64%

Commodities 
46.80%
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Global-Macro Hedge Fund Ltd. (Cayman)

Breakdown as a Percentage of Total Assets
AS OF MARCH 31, 2020

Breakdown as a Percentage of Total Assets
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2019

Total Exposure per dollar of capital: 2.84x

Total Exposure per dollar of capital: 2.83x

*Contains long/short positions

U.S. and 
Global Equities* 

48.11% 

U.S. and 
Global Equities* 

30.52%

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Currency Program 
4.53% 

Currency Program 
12.29%

Commodities: 
Gold Futures 
33.72%

Fix Income 
10.38%

Commodities: 
Energy Futures  

(Short Position)  
13.64%

Commodities 
46.80%
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Closed Funds

Fund Inception Inception Liquidation Liquidation Size of Fund Annual %
 Date NAV Date NAV at Liquidation Rate of Return

Friedberg
Diversified Fund

 13-Sep-96 10 .00 31-Oct-06 48 .43 $4,642,228 16 .90% 

Friedberg Global
Opportunities Fund Ltd . 

13-May-97 1000 .00 28-Feb-05 501 .89 $5,700,000 -8 .46%

Friedberg Equity
Hedge Fund L.P.

 15-Feb-98 10 .00 31-Oct-06 22 .12 $6,784,836 9 .50%

Friedberg International
Securities Fund

 31-Mar-98 10 .00 30-Nov-05 11 .49 $4,500,000 1 .83%

Friedberg
Futures Fund

 8-May-98 10 .00 31-Oct-06 19 .59 $1,126,409 8 .10%

Friedberg Global-Macro
Hedge Fund L.P.

 31-May-02 10 .00 31-Oct-06 19 .00 $30,691,202 15 .64%

Friedberg Equity
Hedge Fund Ltd.

 16-Oct-96 1000 .00 30-Apr-07 2951 .78 $31,540,284 10 .81%

Friedberg Currency
Fund II Ltd.

 6-Mar-97 1000 .00 30-Jun-08 1019 .23 $35,599,879 0 .17%

Friedberg Total Return
Fixed Income Fund Ltd.

 2-Oct-96 1000 .00 31-Jul-09 2155 .93 $94,686,020 6 .17%

First Mercantile
Currency Fund 

7-Sep-85 10 .00 30-Dec-09 8 .29 $848,443 N .A .

Friedberg Foreign
Bond Fund

 19-Aug-96 10 .00 30-Jul-10 9 .84 $13,336,465 6 .91%

Friedberg Total Return
Fixed Income Fund L.P.

 19-Feb-97 100 .00 28-Dec-11 325 .47 $11,776,462 8 .27%

Friedberg 
Forex L.P.

 13-Jun-91 10 .00 28-Dec-11 11 .78 $2,558,382 2 .66%        

Friedberg 
Currency Fund

 3-Jan-95 10 .00 30-June-13 8 .41 $1,932,936 -0 .93%        
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Closed Funds
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